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Figure: Speed vs time (more intuitive), and vs distance (for timetabling)
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Figure: Speed vs distance (less intuitive, for timetabling)
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Tool conception/design

CS/IT graduates won’t come and conceive/design our tools.
First need to quickly work on just a “proof of concept"
preliminary tool:

which would get discarded.
Don’t plan too much: first version is going to be discarded
anyway.
Auto-pilot in planes: is not a pilot-less plane!
Everything is not “automatable". Also ongoing process: slowly,
steadily.
Tool makes things partially automatic: allows repeated retrials
Even 5 to 10% improvement (due to tool) for first time: big-step!
Speeds up trying many more/other things later
Semi-automatic: main decision is still manual, and once this
decision is made: rest is automated, until another manual
decision.
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Large data problems: metro/suburban timetabling

Input: services/frequencies
Constraints: headway, turn-around, platform occupation

&
vacating
Output: rake-cycles and the timetable
Number of rakes: need to optimize
Constructive timetables: rakes/services are incrementally
introduced
Can handle rake-cycles constructively: still difficult task

Constrained programming based solvers:
• Gets a good feasible solution
• Helps to have spreadsheet based validators/checkers

(Though solvers have ensured satisfaction of constraints, one can
validate by introducing (intuitive, user-proposed) ‘test-flaws’)
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Large data problems: crew allotment

Complex safety-based rules: Hours of Employment and Period of
Rest Rules (HOER)

Need to utilize crew members efficiently
Efficient utilization of crew: more buffer for:

robustness
can allow liberal leave policies

WR suburban services: ∼1400 services: to manage in ∼380 crew
members
Tool helps to:

tweak/modify and re-run: takes a minute for each program-run
add/delete services and re-run program
redecide/change lobby locations and check
optimize required number of lobby locations
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Trade-off between accuracy and elaborate details

Realistic-outcome, accuracy, elaborate-details vs quick-outcomes

To ensure simulation is not over-simplistic, need elaborate details
of infrastructure, and train-running
Often, indepth study difficult due to the need for data
Realistic studies would inevitably require elaborate details
No shortcuts or ‘low-hanging-fruits’ remaining
A continuous/long-term engagement needed for any fruitful
outcome
IR too complex for ready-made off-the-shelf solutions
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Machine Learning/Artificial-intelligence

Data available now for ‘pattern-searching’: can use ML and AI

Only humans (natural intelligence) can conceive/design these AI tools
Supervised learning: needs training data, validation data, and then
“deploy” to find more/better patterns, adapt and predict

Used to extrapolate/predict/fit new data into pre-calculated models
Find outliers (in timetabling?) too fast/too slow?

Unsupervised learning: no initial training: run heuristics to get
good solution

grouping of non-daily trains into same/almost-same path
Reinforcement learning: specify a ‘reward function’ on each
solution, and iterate/jump from a solution to another
often computationally easy to jump (rather than exhaustively
search) (Similar to ‘simulated annealing’)

optimize crew allotment
choose start-timings at origin to get ‘better and better’ grouping at
congested section
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Machinery/tools

Java and Python: free and open source
Free and Open-Source (FOSS): ‘independence’

Helps to use open-source tools: else exorbitant (non-academic)
prices (and strings on usage)
Gurobi as the solver: Gurobi’s limited version is free
IPOPT/COIN-OR (open-source and state of the art solvers):
will shift soon to this
Commercial software: dependence: cannot install on many
computers
Software made in FOSS can be modified to yield valuable
statistics for analysis
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Commercial software: dependence: cannot install on many
computers
Software made in FOSS can be modified to yield valuable
statistics for analysis
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Ready-made/proprietary vs ‘home-grown’ software

IR: complex and unique challenges
Other railways elsewhere: have their own challenges
Each software needs significant local customization

For complex requirements: prudent to have our own
slowly-grown ‘home-grown’ software
Problem specifications: from our own ‘shop-floor’: for example,
operations personnel
Railways/Academia/Software-agency: combination inevitable
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Summary: need to shift to automated/semi-automated tools

Need to shift to modern tools for
• self-growth (for ourselves remaining relevant over next few

decades)
• system productivity/efficiency

Tools that are ‘home-grown’ and in FOSS allow complete
flexibility/independence and customization
Describing/formulating the specs of the tool:

• from on-field/operations personnel

(primarily)
• from anybody interested in the area
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Questions, contact details
Questions ?

Thank you
Contact details (Madhu Belur):

99874 66 279, belur@iitb.ac.in

This talk currently at
www.ee.iitb.ac.in/%7Ebelur/talks

Suburban (WR) crew-allotment conference paper
http://www.ee.iitb.ac.in/%7Ebelur/pdfs/c19or-dresden.pdf
See slides by many other speakers also:
Workshop on suburban-railways/metro operations planning
(Jun 2019)
www.ee.iitb.ac.in/%7Ebelur/railways/workshop
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